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Abstract 

Handwritten Signatures fall under the behavioural biometric parameters of an individual. It is proof of identity 

and intent practiced since many years. Signature verification is routine practice in forensic questioned 

document examination and hence, it is important to consider the real-world picture of handwritten signature 

verification. Manual signature verification by skilled forensic questioned document experts is the most 

practiced method for signature comparison and verification. The highest error rates in signature verification 

are found with laypeople, higher than for computers, which in turn make more errors than experts. 

Identification of an individual signature using behavioural biometrics is becoming prevalent and it includes 

both online and offline signature verification. Offline signature verification focuses to deal with static features 

of signature which are length, appearance or pictorial effect, height, and other measures or specific features of 

different strokes in signature. 

This paper is attempting to suggest an innovative approach for handwritten signature comparison, verification 

and authentication by using apex angle value calculated with simple trigonometric rule. It is observed that the 

value of apex angle has better outcome in comparison and verification than that of measuring lengths of 

signature or types of strokes. As a signature is pure outcome of neuromuscular activity, the hypothesis was 

suggestive of the fact that there must be a ready mechanism or learned program in individuals’ brain about the 

signature they have practiced for years to establish their presence or to depict their identity marker. The study 
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suggests that value of apex angle of individual’s signature can be considered as parameter for examination of 

signature exhibit in handwritten signature authentication to establish common or different authorship.  

Considering this fact, we have innovated the approach of using the calculated value of apex angle as one of 

the parameters and characteristic features of signature comparison and verification. We further plan to 

experiment whether it can be useful with random and disguised forgeries or simulated signatures. This paper 

focuses on introducing more reliable techniques and supporting parameters for signature verification which 

can be easily introduced in current signature verification practices by questioned document examiners or 

subject experts.  

Keywords: Signature Verification, Apex Angle, Handwritten Signature, Forgery, Offline Signature 

Verification, Signature Analysis 

1. Introduction 

Writing is learned skill of an individual. Person writes and rewrites own signature and acquires unique 

distinguishing pattern of handwritten signature by practicing over the years. Handwritten Signature is 

considered as one of the phenomenal behavioral biometric aspect of an individual. Signature has long been 

established as the most diffuse mean for personal verification in our daily life, including legal documentation, 

commerce applications, banking transactions (Dimauro et al., 2004; Pirlo, 1994). Handwritten signature is the 

outcome of Neuromuscular activity. Person’s brain certainly has blue print of own individual and 

distinguishing signature which is identity marker for that particular person. Considering this logic true, there 

must be co-relation in ratios of length, height and other measurements such as angle aspects within individual 

signature.  Many researchers have stated that handwritten signature of an individual possesses natural 

variations.  Researchers have worked on many technologies such as neural networks and parallel processing 

for signature comparison and verification (Bajaj & Chaudhury, 1997; Cardot et al., 1994; Drouhard et al., 

1996, 1994; Huang & Yan, 1997). Detailed study of offline signature verification already emphasizes on the 

variations within signatures, albeit signatures are made with same ink or pen, at same place, in same position, 

on same date or time and other similarities in environmental conditions. In addition to that, certain diseases, 

deformities, mental or physical stress contributes variation. This makes signature verification and comparison 

as a qualitative analytical task. The highest risk in signature verification is because of this very fact, as 

analytical approach and human intervention reduces the scope for error reduction and allows acceptance of 

biased opinion. In today’s era of globalization and technological evolution, qualitative and quantitative 

analyses are done over machine for faster, unbiased and errorless processing. Until now, the process of 

digitization along with online or offline comparison and verification of signature is really advanced with 

numerous techniques using many different image processing software’s, neural networking advancements 

(Drouhard et al., 1996), geometrical markers (Huang & Yan, 1997) and with pixel examination. This 

comprises understanding heavy logic of neural network, tedious programming skills and difficult 
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implementation of techniques or software. Use of general mensuration technique and simpler trigonometric 

rule may allow the easy comparison and verification of signature. In this paper, apex angle value is considered 

as distinct and unique feature for signature comparison. It establishes particular relation between known 

features of signature verification supported by trigonometric rule.  

Jacques Mathyer has worked on questioned documents and he has stated the problems faced by questioned 

document experts of western Europe well illustrated in ‘the expert examination of Signature’(Mathyer, 1961). 

Various studies were conducted for dimension matching and verification of signature by converting it to 

certain value, but the scientific approach never went hand in hand with individual’s programmed art of drawing 

signature. In 1992, the visual perception of signature was considered as subject of pertinent discussion and R. 

Sobourin et al discussed about directional pdf and use of neural networking in signature verification (Drouhard 

et al., 1996), the work extended to train neural networking module - regarding various rejection criteria for 

neural network classifier used for offline signature verification (Drouhard et al., 1994). There was no perfect 

method which would have processed signature as picture because of multiple variants being very common 

aspects and hence would change from signature to signature even for single individual. Pirlo, 1994 stated that 

signature is behavioural characteristic that can be considered as tool for verification of identity, he proposed 

that though it is rapid, practiced motion; it always contains information about signer which is extremely 

individual entity which might link to physical and cultural factor. Further, (Huang & Yan, 1997) worked on 

both geometric features and neural network for signature verification in their work ‘offline signature 

verification based on geometric feature extraction and neural network classification and it achieved 90% 

correct classification for Signatures taken into consideration. Recently Pattern analysis and intelligent robotics 

seem to take grip for signature verification.(Huang & Yan, 1997) The beauty of brain developed engineering 

for smallest behavioural feature of signature is still not considered as programmed behavioural biometric. 

Based on work done till date, it can be believed that the programming by human brain must be permitting 

certain range of allowed mensuration while depicting it in handwritten signature, the essence of considering 

angle aspect or value of apex angle for signature verification has developed in urge to understand this 

programming of signature along with allowed range to be considered for Identification and verification. 
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2. Methods  

2.1 Sample Collection 

For the present study, 16800 Signature samples were collected from 112 individuals based in Mumbai, 

Maharashtra, India. Scope of the study was properly explained to the subjects and consent form was signed 

before taking or acquiring their signatures for the analysis. The subjects were asked to provide 50 signatures 

on the specimen exhibit form to allow decent scope for natural variations within individual’s signature as 

shown in figure 2. The details about the individual such as age, sex whether left-handed or right-handed and 

educational qualification were noted. 

2.2 Sample Preparation 

On the basis of the Literacy level, the samples were divided into three groups: 

1. Group A: Literate individuals signing on Daily/ frequent Basis. : Signatures of fully literate individuals 

who are working professionals, working in department which makes them habitual to draw signature 

on every essential document on daily basis are covered under this category of classification as shown 

in Figure 3 and 4.  

2. Group B: Literate individuals but not signing on daily basis: Signatures of fully literate individuals 

who doesn’t sign important documents on daily basis, but are habitual to draw signature whenever 

essential are covered under this category of classification as shown in Figure 5 and 6. 

3. Group C: Semiliterate individuals not signing on daily basis. Signatures of semi-literate individuals 

who doesn’t sign important documents on daily basis and are neither habitual to draw signature even 

once in a month falls under this category of classification as shown in Figure 7 and 8. 

2.3 Sample Analysis  

Database of 5400 signature samples was created by random selection of 36 subjects; 12 subjects from each 

category/group. Every 2nd and 3rd sample was selected alternately from the acquired sample set. However, 

1800 signatures were selected for the further analysis.  The criteria for measurement and analysis were based 

on the values of Apex angle (α) and Baseline rotation (θ). As shown in figure 9, a 90 degree angle was drawn 

from the maximum height of the initial character to the baseline of the signature. The point of longitudinal 

intersection of the first character formed on the baseline, it is marked as the point marker for each signature. 

Further a right angle triangle formed from the point marker to the maximum height of the first character 

accounting to the height of the triangle, the base of the triangle was considered from as the length of point 
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marker till the last stroke of the signature and the hypotenuse is the distance between maximum height of the 

first character to the last stroke of the signature. The angle between the height and the hypotenuse of the right 

angle triangle is named as Apex angle (α) as shown in Figure 9.  Then and above the Baseline Rotation (θ) 

was considered between the baseline of the signature and the reference line of the signature stretching to the 

maximum length of the signature. The values of Apex angle (α) and Baseline Rotation (θ) obtained from the 

sample set analysis was tabulated with statistical analysis to reflect the unique characteristics of individual 

sample groups. 

  3. Results  

Signatures from all three groups showed different and unique characteristic features in each and every sample.  

The samples indicate or infer a programmed pattern produced by each and every individual to establish own 

identity with practiced drawing comprising of certain legible characters or some smooth non-legible yet 

specifically patterned strokes. An Ideal signature verification system should be able to handle the skilled 

forgeries (Al-Omari et al., 2011). Samples shows varied angles of baseline rotation with no specific relation 

with one genuine signature produced after another genuine signature from same author. For better 

understanding we have stated a comparison between first 10 values of 1 sample from each group representing 

values for respective entire group  e.g. within first 10 exhibits of sample A10 angle of baseline rotation ranges 

from 12 degrees to 25 degrees, likewise first 10 exhibits of sample B10 angle of baseline rotation ranges from 

19 degrees to 25.5 degrees and for first 10 exhibits of sample C10 angle of baseline rotation ranges from 18 

degrees to 34 degrees as per actual values in accordance with Table 1  which ranges even higher in some other 

samples of data. Dimensions of genuine signature of individual do not carry meaningful information if treated 

as individual entity. This fact can be considered as corollary because dependent variables in mensuration of 

signatures show relatability in ratios. The ratio of dimensions, specifically base-length of signature and height 

of first character of signature showed that maximum samples do not cross the allowed range of standard 

deviation for this ratio.  

Similarly, the comparative analysis was done for the apex angle, 10 values of 1 sample from each group 

representing values for respective entire group e.g. within first 10 exhibits of sample A10 apex angle just 

ranges from 79.88 degrees to 81.57 degrees, first 10 exhibits of sample B10 apex angle ranges from 70.64 

degrees to 76.91 degrees and first 10 exhibits C10 apex angle just ranges from 65.6 degrees to 70.8 degrees 

which is actually showing highest leap within data but the variability is not as widely distributed as that of 
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angle of baseline rotation as per actual values mentioned in Table 2. The data was analysed to check the 

reliability of the learned fact that apex angle remains in range of standard deviation than that of angle of 

baseline rotation. To tabulate the exact apex angle - length of signature, height of first character, point marker 

of height, base length of signature and angle of baseline rotation were considered. The measurements were 

taken for all signatures exhibits. Table 3 and 4 referred as representative example of samples taken for study 

showing value of angle of baseline rotation and value of apex angle for exhibits 1-10 of sample B-5. It was 

evidently observed that the deviation from the average is lesser in case of values of apex angle for the exhibits 

of sample when compared to the values for the angle of baseline rotation. Same observation was noted for 

each exhibit of every sample of all groups. Considering the fact that the value of apex angle show variation 

within standard limits when tested with standard deviation than that of angle of baseline rotation.  

4. Discussion 

In this study, the relation between angle of baseline rotation with length of signature and apex angle with 

length of signature was measured. Length of signature is common rater in both cases. The observations were 

tested with statistical analysis using Cohen’s Kappa coefficient. For statistical evaluation, length of signature 

was considered as common parameter to compare two variables: value of apex angle and value of baseline 

rotation. If the value falls under our ruleset i.e. within range of standard deviation it is denoted as ‘Y’ and if 

the value doesn’t fall within standard deviation norm, then it is denoted as ‘N’.  If values for both raters fall 

within norm of standard deviation it is denoted as ‘YY’ and if both raters doesn’t fall within norm of standard 

deviation it is denoted as ‘NN’. If first rater is obeying and other does not, it is denoted as ‘YN’ and 

complementary to it is considered as ‘NY’. The test establishes that value of apex angle of signature is more 

reliable entity in comparison and verification of signature as it yields more reliable value of Cohen’s Kappa 

coefficient with length of signature. This implies that value of apex angle can be used over angle of baseline 

rotation for comparison and verification of signatures. Considering Table 5 and 6, it can be stated that Kappa 

coefficient ‘k’ is shows more reliable value in case of inter rater reliability for value of apex angle than that of 

angle of baseline rotation.  As shown in Table 7, 8 9 and 10, Same results for Cohen’s Kappa test was obtained 

for the other two categories as the calculated ‘k’ value is more reliable in case of apex angle. 
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The statistical test results clearly indicate that though samples come from three different groups, value of apex 

angle is comparatively stable for individual’s signature than that of value of angle of baseline rotation.  Base 

length of signature considered with height of first character of signature is contributing measures for apex 

angle of signature and both can be easily measured for any handwritten signature. Value of baseline rotation 

is having wide range of variation within sample from individuals of all three groups, the wider the range 

accuracy for same in mensuration decreases for analyzing the signature samples in comparison and verification 

of individual signature. Though angle of baseline rotation is commonly accepted as characteristic of signature 

falling under natural variation of handwritten signatures, it is not acceptable in today’s era of digitization and 

machine based comparison and verification of signatures. On the other hand, value of apex angle of signature 

has limited range of variation and tends to fall within limits of standard deviation even with natural variations, 

hence can provide accuracy in measurements and can be used in machine based comparison and verification 

of signatures. Also, on testing the values of Cohen’s Kappa coefficient, apex angle showed better inter rater 

reliability over angle of baseline rotation for signature exhibits of Group A, B and C.  

As shown in table 11, one test sample T1 was taken from unknown author and was subjected for the 

trigonometrical analysis for verification of the study. 5 signatures were taken and base length was calculated 

which ranges from 1.4 to 1.6cm, range of angle of baseline rotation(θ) was from 16 to 27 providing an average 

mean θ = 23, and apex angle (α) ranged from 65.09 to 68.20 which gives an average mean α = 66.56. In 

accordance to the values, it was proved that the angle of baseline rotation and apex angle falls in Group C. 

Hence the study confirmed reliability of apex angle than that of angle of baseline rotation. The author of 

unknown sample was questioned about his qualification and signing habit and was confirmed  

Conclusions  

This paper discusses about a trigonometrical measures taken in signature verification, it can be stated that 

value of apex angle (α) is more reliable in signature comparison, authentication and verification. The offline 

verification system is more adaptable and functional when it comes to Forensic signature analysis. Considering 

this, intra-variations in the signatures of individuals were normalized by taking multiple signature samples.  

 The inter-variations of the signatures using the apex angle (α) over the compared group of signatures were 

used to determine common authorship for signature exhibits in question and apex angle (α) can be strongly 
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considered as trigonometrical value to characterize the signature in one particular group set. All the three 

groups were of different literacy levels, having different signing frequencies, both male and female from 

different vernacular linguistic backgrounds very similarly suggest that value of apex angle is reliable and can 

be considered as individual characteristic for signature comparison, authentication and verification. The value 

of apex angle can be used as measurable quantitative evidence and can be attributed to a common source with 

a high degree of certainty.  

More work is intended to check the reliability of same in case of random or disguised forgeries in order to 

program it further for machine based verification using trigonometrical parameters. An online signature 

verification template should be implemented by using a proposed trigonometrical analysis of the signature 

including apex angles of all the dominant characters of handwritten signature. Further study is needed to 

validate the reliability of test and techniques for imitated or traced forgery samples along with respective 

genuine signature in order to rectify efficacy of technique in signature comparison and verification. 

Considering the present trigonometrical measurements, digital mensuration tool then can be developed for 

more accurate results in order to minimize human error, therefore causing great reduction in FAR and FRR. 
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Figures: 

 

Figure 1. Schematic of digital signature verification process using apex angle in angle aspects 
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Figure 2. Specimen Consent Form and Signature Exhibit Form 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Specimen exhibit A-1 
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Figure 4. Specimen exhibit A-3 

 

Figure 5. Specimen exhibit A-3 

 

Figure 6. Specimen exhibit B-4 
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Figure 7. Specimen exhibit C-2 

 

Figure 8. Specimen exhibit C-9 

 

Figure 9. Schematic explaining position of apex angle = α & angle of baseline rotation = θ 
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Figure 10.Signatures of Test Sample T-1 
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Tables: 

Table 1: Showing data for angle of baseline rotation (θ) of first 10 exhibits for one sample from each group  

 

Exhibit Number 

Angle of baseline Rotation (θ) in degrees 

Sample A10 Sample B10 Sample C10 

1 18 25.5 18 

2 22 22 21 

3 16 23.5 27 

4 25 23 29 

5 12 25 30 

6 13 20 31 

7 14 24 33 

8 25 24 34 

9 19 20.5 30 

10 18 19 31 

 

 

Table 2: Showing data for apex angle (α) first 10 exhibits for one sample from each group  

Exhibit Number 
Apex angle (α) in degrees 

Sample A10   Sample B10  Sample C10  

1 80.54 76.91 68.96 

2  79.88 76.61 65.56 

3 79.88 72.41 65.56 

4 79.88 72.81 65.56 

5 79.88 72.80 70.82 

6 81.25 73.54 70.82 

7 80.91 70.64 70.02 

8 81.57 74.05 67.38 

9 80.54 74.62 68.20 

10 81.25 75.65 66.50 
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Table 3: Showing data for angle of baseline rotation (θ) and its deviation from average value for one sample 

as example ‘Sample B5’ (First 10 values) 

Exhibit No 

Angle of baseline 

rotation (θ) in 

Degrees 

Average 
Deviation From 

Average Value 

1 4 3.59 0.41 

2 6 3.59 2.41 

3 6 3.59 2.41 

4 5.5 3.59 1.91 

5 6 3.59 2.41 

6 6 3.59 2.41 

7 4 3.59 0.41 

8 6 3.59 2.41 

9 6 3.59 2.41 

10 6.5 3.59 2.91 

 

Table 4: Showing data for apex angle (α) and its deviation from average value for one sample as example 

‘Sample B5’ (First 10 values) 

Exhibit No 
Value of Apex Angle 

(α)  in Degree 
Average 

Deviation From 

Average Value 

1 81.57 81.08 0.49 

2 80.53 81.08 -0.55 

3 79.50 81.08 -1.58 

4 80.86 81.08 -0.22 

5 81.57 81.08 0.49 

6 81.72 81.08 0.64 

7 81.57 81.08 0.49 

8 80.36 81.08 -0.72 

9 80.70 81.08 -0.38 
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10 80.53 81.08 -0.55 

 

 

 

Table 5: Kappa test for Group A - length vs angle of baseline rotation (ABR) 

k = - 0.048637766 (Negative)  

 

COHEN'S KAPPA L vs ABR 

Exhibit Name YY NN YN NY 

A1 9 13 11 17 

A2 12 14 10 14 

A3 12 12 6 20 

A4 14 9 12 15 

A5 21 2 2 25 

A6 6 16 14 14 

A7 10 11 15 14 

A8 9 14 13 14 

A9 6 17 13 14 

A10 7 15 12 16 

A11 15 18 11 6 

A12 12 10 17 11 

 133 151 136 180 

 

Table 6: Kappa test for Group A - length vs apex angle (AA) 

k = 0.284319382 (Fair agreement) 

 

COHEN'S KAPPA L vs AA 

Exhibit Name YY NN YN NY 

A1 15 23 5 7 

A2 16 18 6 10 

A3 10 17 8 15 

A4 18 15 8 9 

A5 17 15 6 12 

A6 14 18 6 12 

A7 15 18 10 7 

A8 17 22 5 6 

A9 9 20 10 11 

A10 9 12 10 19 

A11 20 16 6 8 

A12 19 12 10 9 

 179 206 90 125 
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Table 7: Kappa test for Group B - length vs angle of baseline rotation (ABR) 

k = 0.016163817 (No agreement) 

 

COHEN'S KAPPA L vs ABR 

Exhibit Name YY NN YN NY 

B1 15 13 9 13 

B2 15 10 11 14 

B3 10 17 8 15 

B4 17 8 14 11 

B5 17 12 14 7 

B6 19 9 14 8 

B7 13 15 9 13 

B8 6 11 12 21 

B9 16 6 13 15 

B10 16 12 14 8 

B11 12 11 12 15 

B12 9 16 7 18 

 165 140 137 158 

 

 

Table 8: Kappa test for Group B - length vs apex angle (AA)   

k = 0.315759463 (Fair agreement) 

COHEN'S KAPPA L vs AA 

Exhibit Name YY NN YN NY 

B1 18 21 6 5 

B2 20 13 6 11 

B3 10 14 8 18 

B4 19 12 12 7 

B5 22 11 9 8 

B6 25 14 8 3 

B7 13 17 9 11 

B8 9 13 9 19 

B9 24 15 5 6 

B10 15 15 11 5 

B11 24 15 0 11 

B12 11 22 5 12 

 210 182 88 116 
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Table 9: Kappa test for Group C - length vs angle of baseline rotation (ABR) 

k = 0.015212434 (No agreement) 

 

COHEN'S KAPPA L vs ABR 

Exhibit Name YY NN YN NY 

C1 14 13 9 14 

C2 13 16 13 8 

C3 14 14 9 13 

C4 15 0 0 35 

C5 8 17 10 15 

C6 30 0 0 20 

C7 15 13 10 12 

C8 12 12 12 14 

C9 11 10 15 14 

C10 9 9 17 15 

C11 30 0 0 20 

C12 10 17 13 10 

 181 121 108 190 
 

 

Table 10: Kappa test for Group C - length vs apex angle (AA) 

k = 0.360078213 (Fair agreement) 

COHEN'S KAPPA L vs AA 

Exhibit Name YY NN YN NY 

C1 13 16 10 11 

C2 24 20 2 4 

C3 9 14 14 13 

C4 10 22 5 13 

C5 14 19 4 13 

C6 17 14 13 6 

C7 17 22 8 3 

C8 19 15 5 11 

C9 21 20 5 4 

C10 20 17 6 7 

C11 21 13 9 7 

C12 14 17 9 10 

 199 209 90 102 

 

Table 11: Test Sample T-1 

Exhibit No Base length 
Angle of Baseline Rotation 

(θ) 
Angle of Apex Angle (α) 

1 1.4 22 66.81 

2 1.5 25 68.20 

3 1.6 25 66.37 

4 1.6 27 66.37 

5 1.4 16 65.09 

 1.5 23 66.568 
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 List of abbreviations: 

 α  :  Apex Angle 

θ : Baseline Rotation 

AA : Angle of Apex 

ABR: Angle of Baseline Rotation 

K: Cohen’s Kappa coefficient 

FAR: False Acceptance Rate 

FRR: False Rejection Rate 
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